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I. INTRODUCTION

MPI is one of the dominant programming
model for writing HPC applications. Unfortunately,
debugging MPI programs is hard. A majority of
research to analyze MPI programs has been fo-
cused on dynamic runtime techniques whereas, in
comparison, very little work has been done on
static analysis. It is well known that static analysis
discovers provably true properties useful for code
transformations and correctness checking. Con-
ventional techniques lack the ability to recognize
parallel properties of MPI programs. Parallel prop-
erties are properties about communication topology
or properties that depend on communication; e.g.,
reaching constants over MPI operations. Parallel
properties are valuable in (i) optimizing communi-
cation where a compiler can detect and replace col-
lective patterns with appropriate collective call [1].
(ii) program correctness where a model checker
[2] can exploit the communication information to
prune its search space.

The fundamental challenge in reasoning about
parallel properties is statically determining the
communication topology of the program i.e., iden-
tifying the communicating operations in the pro-
gram and matching them according to MPI match-
ing rules. While this problem is undecidable, anal-
yses can compute sound approximations for it. In
this work we propose (i) new abstractions and
techniques to statically discover the communica-
tion topology (ii) provide a framework for writing
dataflow analyses to recognize parallel properties
of MPI programs.

II. ABSTRACTING COMMUNICATION
TOPOLOGY

Abstracting the communication topology be-
gins with abstracting MPI operations issued by the
program. A simple abstraction is to group all the
send and receive operations into two equivalence
classes and connect all operations in the class of
sends to that of receives.

In majority of MPI programs, the target expres-
sions in MPI operations are determined by values
of rank and communicator size. Constraining the
values of these target expressions permit grouping
of MPI operations satisfying the constraints into
corresponding equivalence classes. The send/recv
equivalence classes are then matched according to
MPI matching rules [3] [4].

Happens-before ordering between MPI oper-
ations allows finer refinement of the abstrac-
tions. Bronevetsky [5] refined the abstraction using
happens-before ordering and constructed parallel
control-flow graph (pCFG) as an approximation for
the communication topology. pCFG also grouped
processes into sets of equivalence classes to operate
on unbounded number of processes. The send/recv
equivalence classes are matched if functional com-
position of their symbolic abstractions on target ex-
pressions evaluate to identity. While this technique
is sound, it employs a complex matching algorithm.

Key Observations, Contributions: (i) Exist-
ing static techniques approximate the complex
dynamic MPI message matching algorithm. (ii)
Analyzing MPI programs with unbounded number
of processes adds complexity to the matching al-
gorithm.



In our work, we relax the requirement that the
analysis apply to unbounded number of processes
and focus on the case where the count is known say
N. An MPI program is modeled as a CFG cross-
product CFG1×CFG2×· · ·×CFGN . We create
N analysis instances one for each MPI process.

MPI operations issued by a process are ab-
stracted by its corresponding analysis instance into
equivalence classes. We use a simple abstraction
that groups all operations emanating from a state-
ment into an equivalence class. Abstract commu-
nication topology is then computed by matching
the send/recv equivalence classes. Each analysis in-
stance carry out the semantics of an MPI operation
using the MPI library. Concretely, upon reaching an
equivalence class i.e., the statement for MPI_Send
or MPI_Recv, each analysis instance forwards
the operation to MPI library which then matches
the equivalence classes. The data of the message
exchanged is the dataflow state which is merged
at the receiver using t. The equivalence classes
are executed at least once making this approach
sound as no communication behavior is omitted.
The advantages of this approach are (i) simplified
matching by delegation to MPI runtime (ii) lends
into development of a framework that encourages
simple analysis implementations to identify parallel
properties without worrying about matching MPI
operations (iii) parallel implementation as each
analysis instance is independent of each other.

III. IMPLEMENTATION

Our techniques require composition of multiple
analyses. Each analysis instance is a composition
of the following (i) MPI Value: assigns concrete
values to ranks corresponding to each CFGi (ii)
Constant propagation: folds the values of ranks to
target expressions (iii) Unreachable code: elimi-
nates paths that cannot be reached by each process
(iv) Points-to: figures out pointer relations in MPI
statements (v) MPI matching: connects the send/re-
ceive equivalence classes using MPI library.

We have implemented two composition tech-
niques (i) sequential: analyses are run one after
the other (ii) tight: analyses are executed simulta-
neously in a lockstep. In tight composition, anal-
yses interact at every step improving precision
of each other. It lowers the execution time of
analysis composition enabling us to operate on

TABLE I.

MPI Const. Unreach. Points MPI
Value Prop. Code To Match.

Sequential X X X X ×
Tight X X × X ×

large applications. Our implementation is in the
composable static analysis framework Fuse [6] of
ROSE Compiler and supports large set of C++ and
MPI primitives.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION STATUS

Table I shows the status of analyses imple-
mented and composed under the two compositional
techniques. The current approach is limited by the
choice of our abstraction and the limitations are (i)
non-deterministic MPI operations (ii) MPI commu-
nication inside statically unknown conditionals.

V. FUTURE WORK

Our planned extensions include (i) evaluation
on large benchmarks (ii) develop new abstractions
and techniques to overcome aforementioned limi-
tations.
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